D
uring the last few decades of the eighteenth century, AngloAmerican settlers began to move westward from Pennsylvania, Virginia, and farther afield into the United States' recently acquired land between the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. The Ohio Valley was a locus of international rivalry among Britain, France, and the United States, with each of these powers seeking to control its land, resources, and native tribes. As westward migration increased, the Ohio Valley also became a literary site for exploring the contested meanings of sentiment, a term deeply implicated in the literatures and cultures of the nations contending for control of the region. Gilbert Imlay's The Emigrants; or the History of an Expatriated Family (1793) is perhaps the first novel set in the Ohio Valley. This essay examines how The Emigrants incorporates the discourses of sentiment and natural rights produced by the American and French revolutions into an ideology of westward migration and settlement.
1
The Emigrants depicts the Ohio Valley, or, as Imlay calls it, the Western Territory, as a state of nature, and thus as a place where authentic, uncorrupted sentiment-or moral feeling-might flourish free from Europe's ossified social conventions, unjust laws, and oppressive political institutions. The novel suggests that if settlers are guided in the formation of their new society by "the genuine sentiments of nature," their political and legal institutions also will be "as conformable to the code of nature as possible." 2 Foremost among these institutions for Imlay is marriage, the foundation of social and political order in the Western Territory's infant settlements. The Emigrants depicts marriage in England as at best a patriarchal institution intended to ensure the orderly transmission of property and the preservation of family lineages, and at worst a legalized form of seduction that manipulates women economically, sexually, and emotionally. In contrast, in the Western Territory, marriage is a natural, egalitarian, and volitional bond founded in the complementary sentiments of chivalry and gratitude.
The Emigrants is informed by Imlay's participation in the international competition for control of the Western Territory and reflects his personal investment in settling the region. After serving in the American army during the Revolutionary War, Imlay became embroiled in some shady land speculation deals in the Ohio Valley region, and, in 1786, he fled to Europe to escape prosecution. While in Europe, he drew on his knowledge of the Ohio Valley to compile A Topographical Description of the Western Territory (1792), a source from which his contemporary novelists drew heavily in their accounts of western emigration and settlement. A Topographical Description also brought Imlay to the attention of the Girondists in France, who hoped to wrest the formerly French territory of Louisiana, adjacent to the Western Territory, back from Spain. Imlay expressed his willingness to participate in a French military campaign against Spanish Louisiana, but when the Girondists were removed from power in 1793, the project was abandoned. Imlay is now remembered for his romantic involvement with Mary Wollstonecraft rather than for his political imbrications.
3
Similar to A Topographical Description, The Emigrants explicitly addresses a transatlantic audience and unabashedly encourages its English and American readers to settle in the newly formed state of Kentucky, which had joined the Union in 1792, the year before the novel's publication. The Emigrants describes the T-n family's emigration from London (where Mr. T-n, a merchant, has been ruined by the extravagance of his son, George) to the United States. The T-ns arrive in Philadelphia, which they find already corrupted by "the dissipation which the English and French manners had introduced during the late war," and consequently unsuited to their limited means (55). After a brief sojourn in Pittsburgh, they finally settle in Kentucky, which is as yet unspoiled by "the unnatural customs of the European world" (219). Imlay is represented in The Emigrants by his thinly disguised mouthpiece, Mr. Il-ray, who reverses the T-n family's journey, traveling from Pennsylvania to France and England, before finally joining the T-ns in Kentucky. Through the novel's epistolary form, and through the juxtaposition of the T-ns' westward migration with Il-ray's European travels, Imlay contrasts his English travelers' opinions of the United States with his American characters' commentary on England.
